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One day I was lying on the beach, I looked around and saw 
five women wearing the same swimsuit. Five different wom-
en! I began looking around at all the women on the beach, 
and they were all wearing variations of the same few suits. 
That very day I went home and started to design. I see beau-
ty in the objects around me; stones, fabrics, gems, material, 
art, things that you would never associate with swimwear 
and then I create the unexpected. I think of myself as a col-
laborator, combining swimwear with the beauty in the world.
I don’t want to look like every other woman on the beach, 
and neither do the people I design for. 

Kasia Roginska – designer
Swimwear by KARO

Stand Out

“I see beauty in the objects around me”

Kasia Roginska
c. 860.558.9946
e. info@karoswimwear.com 



I love exploring what’s beneath the surface, looking for 
what’s possible. The waters of Indonisa, Zanzibar, and the 
Caribbean hold a powerful infulence on my artwork. They are 
so substaintial, vibrant and 
primal. Beneath the ocean 
is a whole world ablaze with 
adventure and freedom 
and complete relaxation. In 
my travels diving off these 
coasts, exploring the coral 
reefs, I become a conduit 
and the paintings just pour 
out of me.

Mathieu Jean by Karo Swimwear
Mathieu Jean is a compulsive 
artist with a rapidly growing circle 
of notable collectors; among 
them are Ringo Starr, Matt Sorum 
(Guns n’ Roses, The Cult, Velvet 
Revolver, Kings of Chaos), and 
more. Much of the inspiration 
for the work is derived from a 
lifetime of artistic experimentation 
and travels across Africa, Asia, and 
a constellation of special places.  He 
identifies himself more closely with 
tribal mystics, aboriginal peoples, 
and shaman then any singular art 
movement.

The Artist & Photographer

Mathieu Jean by Karo Swimwear
My initial inspiration was jasper stone, the vibrant 
colors and the way the material both contradicted and 
complimented the softness of the swimwear. These 
paintings made me feel the same way.  Kasia Roginska 



Mathieu Jean
Entre Nous Bikini

The Entre Nous features a fixed 
triangle top with removable pads, 
underbust band, and single strap 

back. High-waist bottom with strappy 
crisscross and cheeky coverage.

Style: MJ001W



Mathieu Jean
Ayhuascha Bikini 

The Ayhuascha features a fixed 
triangle top with removable 

pads, underbust band, featuring 
macramé detailing. Hipster 
bottom with moderate rear 

coverage. 
Style: MJ002W



Mathieu Jean
Wild Things Bikini

The Wild Things features a push-up bra 
top with removable pads, underwire, and 

single strap back. Low rise bottom with 
full rear coverage. 

Style: MJ003W



Mathieu Jean
Scarlet Bikini

The Scarlet has a classic 
bra top with underwire, 
and a single strap back. 
Hipster bottom with full 

rear coverage. 
Style: MJ004W



Mathieu Jean
Tread Lightly One-Piece 

The Tread Lightly one-piece features a 
push up top, black sheer side panels, an 

open low back and moderate rear coverage 
Style: MJ005W



Mathieu Jean
 Deep Breath 

One-Piece 

The Deep Breath one-piece 
plunging V features a racer back 

with macramé detail, and removable 
padding. Full rear coverage.

Style: MJ006W



Wrap 
yourself in 

luxurious art 
and stand 

out from the 
crowd.



Mathieu Jean
Beneath the 

Surface Swim 
Trunks

The Beneath the Surface trunks 
feature an eyelet lace string with 

zipper fly, unlined, back zipper 
pocket. 

Style: MJ012M



Mathieu Jean
Moby Swim Trunks

The Moby trunks feature an eyelet 
lace string with velcro fly, unlined, 

back zipper pocket. 
Polyester/spandex. 

Style: MJ013M



Mathieu Jean
Curious Conjuring 

Swim Trunks

The Curious Conjuring trunks 
feature an eyelet lace string with 

Velcro fly, unlined, back zipper 
pocket. 

     Style: MJ014M



Mathieu Jean
Deep Breath Girls 

One-Piece

The girls Deep Breath is a one-
piece with macramé back detail, 

ruffle top, and side cutouts.
 Style: MJ007G

Mathieu Jean
Wild Things Girls 

Two-Piece

The girls Wild Things is a two-piece 
bikini, with crisscross back tie. Brief 

bottom. 
Style: MJ008G



Mathieu Jean
Beneath the Surface  

Boys Swim Trunks

The boys Beneath the Surface 
trunks features an elastic waist, 

drawstring, mesh lining, front side 
pockets and zipper back pocket. 

Style: MJ009B

Mathieu Jean
Curious Conjuring 
Boys Swim Trunks

The boys Curious Conjuring trunks 
feature an elastic waist, drawstring, 
with mesh lining, front side pockets 

and zipper back pocket.
Style: MJ011B



Mathieu Jean

Maxi Dresses 
Mathieu Jean line 
introducing Maxi 

Dresses with unique 
paintings
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You’re in control of 
your look. The flip it 
line takes reversible 
past the limits with 
removable and 
interchangeable 
jewelry and laces. 
Express Yourself.

Flip It Laced



Flip It Laced
Teal/Purple, Navy/Pink 

One-Piece
        One-piece underwire, with side 

ruching detail, low back with lace up 

detail. Moderate bottom coverage. 

Teal/purple flips to navy/pink. 

Style: FL-L01

Sizes: xs - xl
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Flip It Laced
Hot Pink/Purple 

One-Piece
One-piece scoop front with lacey 

design at chest and low cut back

Moderate bottom coverage. Hot pink 

flips to purple. 

Style: FL-L02

Sizes: xs - xl



Flip It Laced
Yellow/Grey Monokini

Monokini with adjustable lace 
sides and interchangeable buckle 

allowing you to flip four ways. 
Moderate bottom coverage. Slate 

grey/bright yellow flips to light 
grey/light yellow. 

Style: FL-L03
Sizes: xs - xl



Flip It Laced
Orange/Mint Bikini

High neck halter top with lace up 
front. Low waist bottoms with 
lace-up sides with moderate 

coverage. Orange/pink flips to 
mint/pink. 

Style: FL-L04
Sizes: xs – xl



Flip It Laced 
Turquoise/Pink Bikini

Fixed triangle top with underbust band and lace-up front. Low 
waist bottoms with lace-up sides with moderate coverage. 

Turquoise/purple flips to pink/purple. 
Style: FL-L05. 

Sizes: xs-xl



Flip It Laced 
Yellow/Orange Bikini

Triangle top with contrast color and lace-up front. High-waisted, 
moderate coverage bottoms and lace-up sides. Yellow/orange 

flips to blue/orange. 
Style: FL-L06
Sizes: xs- xl 



Sheer Sensations 
Pink Sheer Velvet

Sheer one-piece with lunging 
neckline and moderate rear 

coverage. 
Style: SS-01
Sizes: xs-xl
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Fall in love with the 
unexpected softness 
of velvet. This 
lingerie-inspired line 
is designed to feel 
beautiful against your 
body.

Sheer Sensations



Sheer Sensations
Deep Plum Sheer Velvet

Sheer one-piece with side cutouts, 
underwire bra and tie back.

Cheeky rear coverage. 
Style:  SS-02
Sizes: xs - xl
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Sheer Sensations  
Royal Blue Sheer Velvet 
Corset style one-piece with 

removable padding featuring 
blue piping detail. Moderate rear 

coverage. Style: SS-03
Sizes: xs - xl



Sheer Sensations 
White Sheer Velvet

Push-up bra style with removable 
pads.  High-waisted with sheer 

sides and full rear coverage. 
Style: SS-04

Top sizes: A - DD
Bottom sizes: xs - xl



Sheer Sensations 
Black Sheer Velvet

Classic bra top with adjustable lingerie 

straps. Brazilian cut bottom. 

Style: SS-05

Sizes: xs - xl



Sheer Sensations 
Brown Velvet Burnout 

Boy Short
Classic bra top with adjustable 

crisscross lingerie straps featuring 

sheer black detailing.  Boy short 

bottoms, ruched in front for girly flare, 

full rear coverage.  

Style: SS-06
Tops: A – DD

Bottoms: xs - xl



Sheer Sensations 
Gold/Black Velvet 
Burnout Tankini

Underwire bra tankini top with 

adjustable straps. 

Moderate rear coverage. 

Style: SS-07

Tops: A - DD

Bottoms: xs - xl



Sheer Sensations
Dark Teal Velvet 
Burnout Design 

Classic bra style with crisscross 

top and adjustable straps. Low 

rise bottom with moderate rear 

coverage and crisscross sides. 

Style: SS-08

Sizes: xs - xl
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You’re in control of 
your look. The flip it 
line takes reversible 
past the limits with 
removable and 
interchangeable 
jewelry and laces. 
Express Yourself.

Flip It



Flip It Beaded 
Royal blue/lime green 

Two-Piece
Sliding triangle top with spaghetti 

strap ties at neck and back.

Hipster bottom with moderate 

coverage. Detachable glass bead 

necklaces in blue and green. Royal 

blue flips to lime green. 

Style: FL-B01

Sizes: xs - xl
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Flip It Beaded
Lavender/grey 

Halter Bikini 
Sliding triangle halter top, ties at 

neck and back. Hipster bottom with 

moderate coverage. Detachable 

glass bead necklaces in lavender 

and grey. Lavender flips to grey. 

Style: FL-B02

Sizes: xs - xl



Flip It Beaded
Fuchsia/Black

Sliding triangle banded top 
with double strap ties at neck. 
Brazilian bottom. Detachable 

glass bead necklaces in pink and 
black. Fuchsia flips to black. 

Style: FL-B03
Sizes: xs - xl



Flip It Beaded
Bubblegum/Multi Print 

Boy-Short Bikini
Sliding triangle halter top, ties 

at neck and back.
Strappy side boy short bottom. 

Detachable glass bead necklaces 
in pink and purple. Bubblegum 

flips to multi print. 
Style: FL-B04
Sizes: xs - xl



Flip It Beaded 
Plum/Purple Multi 

Print Bikini
Sliding triangle top ties at neck and 

back. Hipster bottom with moderate 
coverage. Detachable glass bead 

necklaces in pink and purple. Plum 
flips to purple multi print. 

Style: FL-B05
Sizes: xs - xl



Flip It Beaded 
Turquoise Floral Print/

White Monokini
Monokini ties at neck and 
back with detachable logo 

mid section buckle. Moderate 
coverage bottom. Detachable 
glass bead necklaces in green 
and grey. Turquoise floral print 

flips to white. 
Style: FL-B06
Sizes: xs - xl



Kasia Roginska       www.KaroSwimwear.com     860.558.9946


